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PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS

April 3, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
This week on OC In Focus we are Centering Latinidad through a conversation on
Quebradita, Dance Equity, and la Comunidad with Dr. Irvin Manuel Gonzalez and guest
host Steve Rosa.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Gentrification describes the many changes that follow when higher-income people move
into neighborhoods that have historically been havens for lower-income residents. Often,
gentrification brings new resources into a community: new developments, new job
opportunities, and lower crime rates. But often, gentrification also ends up forcing
lower-income residents out of the neighborhood. Can L.A. solve its housing crisis while
also avoiding the worst side-effects of gentrification?

APRIL 10, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Eric Hilden, Career Placement Officer at Saddleback College joins Karyn Bower and
Dylan Luden to talk about Handshake, a new career management platform connecting
job seeking students with employers. Handshake focuses on student equity, access, and
the democratizing of opportunity, allowing students to reach not only employers, but also
others who have worked for an employer.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Some entrepreneurs have found the social media platform TikTok to be a good place to
do business. The platform for sharing short videos is available in over 150 countries and
has over 1 billion users and has been downloaded over 200 million times in the United
States alone. With so many people using Tik-Tok, chances of viewers being potential
customers are very high. So how much has Tik-Tok changed the lives of entrepreneurs?
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How does Tik-Tok compare to other popular social media platforms like Instagram or
Facebook as a place to do business?

APRIL 17, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Dr. Nefta Pereda, Chief Programs Officer for the Women's Transitional Living Center in
Fullerton, joins Karyn Bower and Lizeth Tello to discuss the many services offered by
WTLC throughout Orange County, including safe shelter and recovery resources for
survivors of domestic violence, human trafficking, and substance dependence.

On Point – 5:30 AM
The Deaf and Hard of Hearing community has perhaps never been more visible, with
translators at COVID-19 press conferences, wins at the Academy Awards, and presence
in mainstream cinema. But Deaf and Hard of Hearing people still encounter many
barriers in public life. And one basic pandemic safety precaution has added to those
challenges: face masks. They limit comprehension for Deaf and Hard of Hearing people
who rely on lip reading and facial expressions. Transparent masks cost more and may not
be as effective at preventing COVID-19 spread. What can be done to support and
improve daily life for Deaf and Hard of Hearing people?

APRIL 24, 2022
OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Orange County Sheriff Department Sergeant Brian Gunsolley from the Public Affairs and
Community Engagement Division joins Karyn Bower and co-host Lizeth Tello to discuss
the rapid growth of illegal fentanyl use in Orange County and the extreme dangers
affiliated with fentanyl, as well as prevention methods.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Over the last several months small business owners and working class people have
struggled to stay afloat as prices for all kinds of goods and services rise. The increase in
prices — that sense you get that your dollar doesn’t stretch as far — is known as inflation.
Data from the U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics says that inflation has increased 6.2% in the
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last year alone. We speak with some of the people whom inflation is squeezing the
hardest. Guests: Aaron Celnik, Connor Grant, Luis Muñoz, Michele Staheli

MAY 1, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Host Karyn Bower and co-host Dylan Luden discuss opportunities for students, such as
clubs, organizations, and elected positions, made possible by Saddleback College's
Associated Student Government with ASG President Sam Lockhart.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Over the last several months small business owners and working class people have
struggled to stay afloat as prices for all kinds of goods and services rise. The increase in
prices — that sense you get that your dollar doesn’t stretch as far — is known as inflation.
Data from the U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics show that the price of most goods and
services has increased 6.5% in the last year. This increase has affected both consumers
and business owners Guests: Aron Celnik, Connor Grant

MAY 8, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Kendra & David Rosales are dedicated to helping children in need experience joy and
focus on being a kid through BraveOnes. In this conversation we discover how the
combination of a meal and music spreads hope and love to families at CHOC, how to
support each other in times of crisis, and the power of small actions in our
neighborhoods.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Jaime Jarrín has been the Spanish-language broadcaster for the Dodgers since 1959 –
the team’s second year in L.A. Since then, he’s been inducted into the Baseball Hall of
Fame, the Dodgers Ring of Honor, and witnessed many of the greatest moments during
the team’s run on the west coast. This past September, Jarrín announced that he will
retire after this season, marking an end to 64 years of working for the Dodgers. This
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week, Jaime Jarrín and his son Jorge — who also worked as a Dodgers broadcaster —
are our guests as we explore Jaime’s impact on L.A.

MAY 15, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Navigating music theory, composition and writing, and the commercial music industry is.
Colin West and Raquel Watson from Magic Sauce join Karyn Bower and Dylan Luden on
this week's show.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Many animators, and fans of animated films, feel that animated films don’t get the same
recognition as live action films — and often get snubbed at award ceremonies. The
notion that animated films are primarily for children may be one of the reasons why.
Guests: Aglaia Mortcheva, Victoria Davis, Kristin Donner

MAY 22, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
The Orange County Bird of Prey Center (OCBPC) is a volunteer organization dedicated to
treating and rehabilitating injured raptors and returning them to the wild. This week on
OC In Focus, Karyn Bower and Jeff Eales are joined by OCBPC Executive Director Peggy
Chase, and Hank, a red-tailed hawk from the Tejon Ranch area.

On Point – 5:30 AM
California was once a state where many people moved to follow their dreams and seek
new opportunities. However over the last few years, some Californians have been
warning of a “CalExodus” — of people moving out of the state. But is this trend actually
happening? Today on On Point, we tackle a big question: Is it possible to build a future in
California without a lot of money? In other words: Is the California Dream Dead?
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MAY 29, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
What does real diversity in our communities look like? This week on OC In Focus we're
joined by Joey Sellers and intercultural musician Hesan Abedini.

On Point – 5:30 AM
A racial pay gap within the community of social media influencers has sparked attention.
Who are the content creators advocating for equity in pay and representation for their
work? Why are they making their push now? Guests: Chazlyn Stunson; Valerie Lozada.
Hosts: Liz Campos

JUNE 5, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Filmmaking is an industry that requires coordination, long hours, and lots of teamwork,
what was it like to produce independent films outside the Hollywood ecosystem during
COVID quarantine? Indie filmmaker Randy Van Dyke and student filmmaker Cynthia
Nguyen join Karyn Bower and Mark Spinn to share their experiences.

On Point – 5:30 AM
The recent oil spill off the coast of Orange County may be making headlines now, but
what issues don’t always make the headlines, but represent huge climate change
threats? How do we develop awareness of those threats?

JUNE 12, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM

The decommissioned San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) has been a fixture
on the Orange County coast since the 1960s. Today on OC In Focus, John Dobken joins
Karyn Bower and Mark Spinn to share the history of SONGS and the current status of the
demolation project.
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On Point – 5:30 AM
At the height of the pandemic last year, many internships disappeared. But as offices
slowly reopen to employees, many students are hopeful internships will return. So how
did internships and student employment change during the pandemic? And as the
vaccines prompt businesses to return to the office ... have internship opportunities
returned as well? GUESTS: Nikita Opel, Diana Medina, Stephanie Bluestein, Erick Gabriel,
Zoe Ives

JUNE 19, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Ladies of the Film Industry Part 1. Karyn Bower and Alyssa Gervacio host part two of our
conversation on equity for women in filmmaking. This week we're joined by filmmaker
and actress Mona Ebrahim, and actress/singer Megan Malerie.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Student leaders and advocates from California community colleges, Cal State
Universities, and UC schools speak about the future of financial aid for students in the
state. Guests: Sasha Perez, Campaign for College Opportunity; Michael Schouten, CSUN
Associated Students; Sona Tigranyan, College of the Canyons Student Government;
Mohamad Almouazzen, UC Riverside Associated Students

JUNE 26, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Ladies of the Film Industry Part 2. Karyn Bower and Alyssa Gervacio host part two of our
conversation on equity for women in filmmaking. This week we're joined by filmmaker
and actress Mona Ebrahim, and actress/singer Megan Malerie.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Learning to understand a culture outside of your own is important. But what’s the
difference between celebrating another culture.. and stealing from it? Cultural
appropriation is taking something from another culture outside of your own and misusing
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its elements or using them without asking or crediting the source. Guests: Ivy Randall,
CSUB Sociology Graduate; Vanessa Galvan, CSUN Latinas Rising
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